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With the August 2020 release of the Vulkan SDK, LunarG has introduced a new, 
reimagined, version of vkconfig, also called the Vulkan Configurator. We are very 
excited about this new release and plan to evolve vkconfig to become a central part of 
your Vulkan toolset. 

What is the Vulkan Configurator and what are the benefits?  
The Vulkan Configurator is a powerful, yet easy to use, tool that manages your system’s 
implicit (automatically loaded) layer environment; it essentially puts you in charge of 
your system's Vulkan implicit layer configuration.  
 

 
Figure 1. The new Vulkan Configurator gives you control over your systems implicit layer configuration. 
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Vulkan Layers are a powerful and flexible feature of Vulkan, with some providing 
validation services or extended features to your Vulkan applications. Some layers are 
also an integral part of your graphics hardware’s Vulkan Driver package. 
 
Vulkan Configurator will discover all the layers you have installed on your system, and 
will allow you to select any number of them to be loaded automatically by Vulkan 
applications on your computer. This overrides the normal loader behavior and gives you 
more control over the layers that are loaded with your programs. This means you can 
turn layers on and off, and examine their output without having to recompile your or 
even someone else’s Vulkan code. This is really useful for all kinds of run time 
diagnostics, catching Vulkan usage errors early, and sometimes just figuring out why 
your Vulkan code is not behaving as you expected. 
 
On the first startup, the Vulkan Configurator searches for all the layers installed on your 
computer. It sets up the initial set of layer configurations and if any configurations don’t 
have the layers required to support them, they will be disabled. It also searches for the 
vkcube sample from your SDK and automatically adds that to the application launcher 
as a usable demonstration of using vkconfig. With the API dump selected for example, 
you can launch vkcube directly and see the API dump writing continuously to your log 
window. 
 

 
Figure 2. Multiple layer configurations are available, and can be created by the developer. Layer output can also be 
monitored directly from the Vulkan Configurator. 

 
You have the option to leave the override active after vkconfig terminates, and you can 
specify only a particular list of applications that are to be affected. This is handy as you 
can be working on a set of your own Vulkan programs, but not worry that these layers 
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are going to impact performance anywhere if you need a quick break to play vkDoom. 
This is a significant advancement over the last vkconfig and it required changes to the 
Vulkan loader to support this. Making use of this capability means you never need to 
worry about custom override configurations affecting any other Vulkan applications on 
your system that you didn’t explicitly intend. You can also temporarily turn off the 
override layer and it will have no effect on Vulkan applications anywhere on your 
system. 
 
Each configuration consists of one or more Vulkan Layers, and some of these layers 
may have their own individual settings that you may want to edit. These settings are 
saved as part of the configuration and configurations that use the same layer can be set 
up in different ways. A good example are the Validation configurations that all use the 
Khronos Validation Layer. Each configuration however is set up differently to enable a 
given type of validation output. 
 

 
Figure 3. Many layers have individual settings to customize how they behave and the services they perform. 
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Not only can you edit the layers settings, you can add and remove layers from any 
given configuration, or even make your own. Right click on any configuration and click 
“Select Layers” to add or remove layers from the configuration. You can also select 
“New…” to create a brand-new custom layer configuration. 
  
For example, to create a new configuration that contains the Khronos Validation Layer, 
but also displays the frame rate of our Vulkan application, we could combine the 
Khronos layer with the LunarG Monitor layer. We could even explicitly exclude the three 
implicit layers found on our system that might be loaded as well to keep them out of the 
way. 
 
By default, the layers are marked as “Application Controlled,” which means we keep our 
hands off and the application can choose whether or not to load these layers. If we 
select ”Overridden / Forced On,” then the layer becomes part of our override 
configuration and will be automatically loaded by the Vulkan loader -- whether the 
application wants it or not.  
 

 
Figure 4. You have complete control over the layers that are included or excluded from your Vulkan programs. 
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For layer settings for the Khronos Validation Layer, we also have some presets for the 
myriad of settings to give you a little help in setting up a well-defined validation scenario. 
Here I’ll just select the “Standard Validation” settings.  
 

 
Figure 5. Presets for the Khronos Validation layer are available. 
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Another new feature making its debut is VUID filtering. This capability is part of the 
Khronos Validation Layer, and allows you to mute any layer output based on a 
message’s VUID. 
 
Let’s take for example my amazing Vulkan “I’m tired of cubes” project, the great 
textured sphere. Let’s add the project to our application launcher and fire it off using the 
Standard Validation configuration. 
 

 
Figure 6. There are often going to be validation warnings that we wish to get out of our way. 

 
I decided to just enable all the detected extensions when creating my Vulkan instance, 
because I know that I’ll need every single one of them without exception at some 
point… right? Okay, not really, but for illustration purposes it is not going to be 
uncommon for you to get warnings in your own projects that you have your own reasons 
for understanding and letting them slide. You also don’t want a great number of 
warnings that you are ignoring because something important may show up as your 
project progresses, and you could miss it in all the “noise.” 
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On the right-hand side at the end of the Khronos Validation Layers settings you’ll find a 
“Mute Message VUID’s” box. You can use the autocomplete feature to type in the VUID 
you wish to silence, or just copy and paste the whole VUID identifier into the edit 
control. Now on subsequent runs you’ll find that particular message has been muted.  
 
 

 
Figure 7. Tada! Now, the warning is out of my way and I can more easily spot anything new that comes along. 
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What’s next for the Vulkan Configurator? 
 
We started our vkconfig redesign from scratch with the future in mind -- making the 
interface easier and more intuitive, and added some very powerful and time saving 
features along the way. Hopefully this tool will save you a lot of time, and be a great 
resource for your Vulkan projects. 
 
We plan to enhance vkconfig moving forward with better integration and support for 3rd 
party tools and layers, and hope it will become a central tool for developing Vulkan 
applications by making layer management much easier. If you’re developing custom 
layers yourself, we want this to be a great way to expose that layer’s features and 
capabilities to other developers. 
 
Please contact LunarG to let us know what you think of the new Vulkan Configurator or 
to offer suggestions for future releases. The best way to reach us is via our GitHub 
repository using the link shown below: 
 
https://github.com/LunarG/VulkanTools/issues 
 

Check out the new Vulkan Configurator Demo! 
 
Check out our short demo of the new Vulkan Configurator that is now available on our 
LunarG YouTube channel. 
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https://github.com/LunarG/VulkanTools/issues
https://youtu.be/KbL2vBzQ8Fc
https://youtu.be/KbL2vBzQ8Fc

